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Introduction



What is biometric data?

● Began in 1858
○ First systematic capture of hand images for identification

● Fingerprints, Iris, Ears, Voice, Gait, Face, Body
● Collected by government, companies, devices, etc.



67% of smartphones  
have a fingerprint 
verification system





How does biometric authentication work?

● Compares two sets of data
● Almost identical = approved



Ways to securely store biometric data

● Hardware-based recognition system
● Portable token
● On-device
● Biometric data base server
● Distributed data storage



Why is this 
important?



● Daily usage
● Uniqueness of biometric data
● Outdated laws
● General understanding of where user data goes
● Gap between technology & policy



Strengths of Biometric 
Authentication



Arguable Advantages

● Alternative to user passwords and personal identification numbers 
(PINs)

● No need for memorization
● Not easily lost or duplicated
● Person is physically present
● Biometric readings have a higher information content



Current Threats



Hardware



+

Contact Lenses
High Resolution Image



Your fingerprints 
are everywhere!



Biometric Database Security



A network is still a 
network. 
A database is still a database





Suprema & Biostar 2

“27.8m records, and 23 gigabytes-worth of data 
including admin panels, dashboards, fingerprint data, 
facial recognition data, face photos of users, 
unencrypted usernames and passwords, logs of facility 
access, security levels and clearance, and personal 
details of staff.” - The Guardian



Some Vulnerabilities

● Simple manipulation of the URL search criteria
● Plain-text passwords
● Un-hashed fingerprints
● Can manipulate database (e.g., adding users, removing users)



Government Surveillance Privacy



Victor 
Gevers





SenseNets & China

● Surveillance database was open to the public for months
● Tracking more than 2.5 million Xinjiang Muslims
● Database that registered 1.8 million women (youngest 15 yrs old)

○ “BreedReady” status 



Corporate Surveillance Privacy





Perceptics & the United States

● Contracted to work with the US Customs and Border Protection 
● Using CBP’s data to train their own facial biometric algorithm
● “The federal government does not have a great track record securing 

America’s personal data” -Bennie Thompson



Overview of US Biometric Laws



What is in place now?

● No federal laws
● “The Right to Privacy” (1890)
● Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA)





Self-regulation among 
tech companies might 
not be enough.



Microsoft’s Response

● lines of Microsoft code was used by SenseNets
● Microsoft has refuted those claims 
● Advocated for the regulation of facial recognition technology
● Lauded global privacy regulation



Facebook lobbying 
against data security & 
consumer privacy

Surprised? No? Me neither.



https://www.opensecrets.org/orgs/lobby.php?id=D000033563

https://www.opensecrets.org/orgs/lobby.php?id=D000033563




Rekognition

● Sold to U.S. police departments
● Open to all
● Amazon will not allow anyone to break laws with Rekognition or to 

threaten privacy rights



Is there a need for a federal policy?

● EU and their General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
● Need an update from 1890
● Individual state laws = jurisdiction disputes



Conclusion



● Has already threatened civilians’ data
● Biometric authentication is subjected to many of the same 

vulnerabilities 
● What kind of data is being collected by governments or by companies 

through biometrics?
● Protection (legal & technical) from breaches & oversurveillance



“If we implement biometrics 
without doing our due diligence on 
protecting the identity, we are 
doomed to repeat history—and our 
thumbprint will become just 
another Social Security Number.”     - 
John Sileo



Thank You


